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Spark Change Lunch and Learn: Mobilizing
consumers around climate action

Spoon Guru brings AI to nutrition data
analysis for retailers
OCT 19, 2020

How space-saving retailers can bring fresh
farming indoors
SEP 28, 2020

How independent grocers can foster local
communities post-COVID-19
SEP 24, 2020

If there ever were a champion of eco-fashion and
textiles, Marci Zaroff, author of ECORenaissance:
A Lifestyle Guide for Cocreating a Stylish, Sexy
and Sustainable World, is it. And, as the founder
and CEO of Ecofashion Corp., parent company to
Metawear, YesAnd and now Farm to Home, there
are few better suited to being touted as the lifestyle
guru of organic. 

This was the thinking behind the launch of Zaroff’s
newest brand, Farm to Home, which sold exclusively on mega shopping channel QVC last
fall. We caught up with Marci at home in New York City to talk about this initiative. 

How did the idea of selling on QVC come to fruition?

Marci Zaroff: I’ve had a long history and friendship with a reputable consulting agency
who were buyers at QVC. When I started Farm to Home, we connected to present the idea of
a lifestyle brand for organic for QVC. We didn’t really have product at first, it was high-level
strategy and concept. The idea was to make me the house expert on organic lifestyle. Then,
we worked closely to co-create the collection. It wasn’t like, this is our product, take it or
leave it.

When did you first go on the air?

MZ: To start they gave me an hourlong launch show, which ran on Sept. 26, 2019. We
launched with bedding, towels, decorative pillows, robes and throws. The show went well. I
have had five additional on-air appearances since then.

How has the line sold so far?

MZ: We’ve sold out of most of our merchandise, and we have a lot of new orders. But due to
COVID-19 our new product has been stuck in India. Our 2020 inventory was supposed to
come in starting April 1, and we were supposed to do the next show around Earth Day. We
have new designs and reorders. We’re working on a pipeline of additional products from
organic mattresses to organic food products and clothing. So we have a lot of product in
development right now that we’re looking to launch in Q4 or Q1 of 2021.

Why QVC?

MZ: For me this is a dream come true, because it’s always about education and storytelling.
It’s hard to do that in a brick-and-mortar environment. But this gives me a TV and online
platform to talk about the Global Organic Textile Standard (GOTS) and the key components
of GOTS. And there’s B-roll of me in the organic cotton fields and in the factories. QVC gives
me the opportunity to educate while also giving consumers the chance to vote with their
dollars.

QVC has millions of customers and potentially thousands of viewers per minute watching.
It’s unparalleled. Where else could someone like me talk about product, which I love to do
because I’m passionate about it, and get to educate viewers on the how, why and what and
that organic is not just a marketing proposition, but it has substance behind it.

What does the online component of QVC look like?

MZ: Everyone knows of QVC as home shopping, but a big part of their business is e-
commerce. It’s one of the biggest online retailers in America. Farm to Home now has a
landing page on the QVC website.

How has Farm to Home been received?

MZ: We’ve had amazing support. I think like most retailers, QVC sees sustainability and
green and organic as an important part of their future to be relevant. Their buyer is smart to
identify someone like me to help them get there. And the power of collaboration for me is a
win-win.

The QVC viewer is an educated, mainstream consumer that is looking for trust. They want
to feel engaged and credibility is paramount. For viewers to trust what I am saying and what
I am showing them I have to be real. They can research me and the more authentic I am, the
more likely they are to support the movement I am sharing. Authenticity and transparency,
which is the DNA of Farm to Home, are the key ingredients for consumers or viewer market
adoption and saying they will give the product a try.

So how does it work to get on QVC?

MZ: There are long lines of people trying to get in
the door. It’s like every single retailer in the world.
You have to appeal to the buyer with what you
have, why you and what you can do. So success is a
lot of ingredients, there's no one answer. You have
to check all of the boxes they look for to even get a
test. And not every brand has the founder on air.
They can hire a guest host, someone to represent a
brand, a more seasoned TV spokesperson. But it’s a lot more powerful if the creator goes on
air; the viewer wants that  kind of authority. 

How does being “exclusive” work?

MZ: The reason we are exclusive is because I have put my focus on QVC because I see the
opportunity there to reach a national customer base and tell the Farm to Home story. To be
successful on QVC you have to have unique positioning and great products at the right price.

Because EcoFashion Corp. is vertically integrated and deep in the trenches, we’re able to be
efficient and provide price points that are very competitive and compelling. If you shop
around, you’ll find these are the best prices for the quality that you’ll find anywhere for
organic textiles. We work closely together to make sure that it works for everybody.

Ultimately we aim to deliver a high value proposition, not just in terms of the added value of
being organic, but for the price and quality equation, too. It has to start with style, quality,
color, fit and price, and then it’s organic. We’re not leading with "buy it because it’s
organic." It’s buy it because these are the best sheets you will ever own, and by the way,
they're also organic.

What other natural products categories are on QVC?

MZ: QVC has touched on natural and organic products in categories like food and beauty.
However, we are really the only organic brand crossing multiple categories and connecting
the dots of having a truly organic lifestyle. 
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How to get started on QVC

Industry veteran, author and eco-fashion guru Marci Zaroff
talks about launching her new line Farm to Home on QVC,
and what other brands should consider if they want to sell
product on this mega shopping channel.
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Spark Change Lunch and Learn: Mobilizing
consumers around climate action

Rodale Institute invests $2M of endowment
to increase land access for organic farmers
OCT 20, 2020

5@5: Campbell's highlights Pacific Foods |
Annie's leads CPG industry in regenerative
agricultureOCT 19, 2020

Thrive Market unveils B-Corp certification
OCT 19, 2020

Danone to sell assets and shake up its management to cope with
pandemic

Danone is upping its presence in fast-growing markets including probiotics, plant-based
and GMO-free in an attempt to reconnect with its midterm goals; it's also reconsidering
some of its major brands, including plant-based protein brand Vega. Danone also
announced it would be replacing its chief financial officer and placing two macro-regional
chief executives in charge of Danone International and Danone North America. Analysts say
that the company's lack of success where others in the healthy food business have grown
tremendously during the pandemic "is an issue of trust and confidence, as much as one of
delivery." MarketWatch has the details.

Bottle-fed babies swallow millions of microplastics a day, study finds

Microplastics have been a hot topic over the past few years, and now a new study shows that
bottle-fed babies are swallowing millions of the potentially dangerous particles each day.
However, scientists say an additional washing step and making the formula in a nonplastic
container could slash this number. Making plastic "safer and more resilient" appears to be
the name of the game rather than pushing parents to use glass or other material bottles.
Head to The Guardian for more.

The United States still uses many pesticides banned in other
countries

A new data review from Investigate Midwest shows that 150 agricultural pesticides deemed
dangerous by the World Health Organization were still being circulated on U.S. farms in
2017. An estimated 1 billion pounds of pesticides were used overall, with over 60% of those
being deemed hazardous to human health by WHO. Get the data at The Counter ...

Meet billionaire politician Tom Steyer's wife, a pioneering impact
investor on a mission to spend $1B righting society's wrongs

Kat Taylor, the spouse of ex-Democratic presidential candidate Tom Steyer, has started an
agribusiness and a venture capital firm AND a bank to help fight systemic racism,
environmental destruction and economic inequality. Taylor's for-profit venture capital firm,
Radicle Impact, is maybe the most notable of all her impressive projects; the firm has so far
invested $45 million in a wide variety of businesses, from pollution sensing networks to
local farm companies. Read about her inspiring plan in full at Forbes ...

More Hispanic workers impacted by COVID-19 in food processing
and agriculture workplaces, CDC study finds

Emerging data from the CDC shows that Hispanic workers have been the worst affected by
the coronavirus pandemic in food processing plants, manufacturing plants and agriculture.
Despite making up 37% of this workforce, a whopping 73% of workers at meat and poultry
plants who tested positive for the virus were Hispanic or Latino. CNN reports on the
findings.
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What has the pandemic done to natural

retail?

That's the answer we seek to share. And we need
retailers' help to do so.

This short survey will help us tell the story of the
state of retail in 2020 so that retailers can benchmark
their performance and have data to work with as they
look ahead to 2021.
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5@5: Danone revamps assets,
management | Baby bottles a
microplastic nightmare

Each day at 5 p.m. we collect the five top food and
supplement headlines of the day, making it easy for you to
catch up on today's most important natural products
industry news.
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